Introduction
I was introduced to the arts at a young age. Having been encouraged to sketch and interpret the paintings that I saw, I knew I wanted to be an artist. Art was my way of connecting the synapses in my brain. Creative writing, drawing, acting, and singing were all activities that helped me to better internalize my lessons.
I hadn't made the connection between art and education until I entered high school and began wanting to become a teacher. Philosopher, psychologist, and education reformer John Dewey describes experience as interaction between person and environmental phenomenon which would culminate in aesthetic closure. He wrote "art, in its form, unites the same relation of doing and undoing, outgoing and incoming energy that makes an experience to be an experience".
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Dewey's description of art and experience go hand in hand, giving evidence to support the idea that art will remain true to its nature even when integrated into an elementary school curriculum.
A student's solution to a problem in any subject can be defined as qualitative and artistic expression if it summarizes the learning process. Thus, art and education have the ability to support each other. JSTOR [JSTOR] . Web, 25. 3
Background
My thesis and research revolves around the theory that art is integral to elementary school academic achievement. This is not specifically a how-to paper rather, this is an argument supporting integrating the arts into the classroom with a foundational frame of mind that teachers should consider. However, due to intense budget cuts, schools, public schools in particular, have had to delete art from the curriculum both by discontinuing art classes and funding towards art supplies.
Under the No Child Left Behind act of 2001, a school's worth began to be determined by the standardized test scores students received. Schools that averaged well on standardized test results were given better funding. Those who didn't had their budgets cut. This was done so that schools would be held accountable for their students' failures. Teachers were equally graded on the test performance of their students. Those whose classes didn't receive optimal test scores were more likely to be fired from the school. This caused many teachers to teach to the test. 2 For obvious reasons, this isn't beneficial for any students' academic success and retention. When teachers begin to educate in a decontextualized manner, students have difficulty internalizing their lessons.
My interest in this topic could be easily explained by simply stating it's my wish to become an elementary school teacher whose curriculum will be arts integrated. However, why I want to become a teacher is a better reason for my interest in this topic. I grew up and attended elementary and high school in the midst of No Child Left Behind. I took the tests, and took the tests that were in addition to those tests. As they became more "popular" the stress that consumed me and my 2 Oliver, John "Last Week Tonight with John Oliver: Standardized Testing" (HBO). Perf. John Oliver. HBO, 2015. Youtube.
classmates grew, as did the stress of my teachers. Friends became afraid of being held back because they couldn't pass the OAKS (Oregon Assessment of Knowledge and Skills) test. This was often due to either not understanding the language that was used on the test due to English being a second language or because the test was contextualized in a way they weren't familiar. Another reason was that they had difficulty understanding the lessons taught by the teacher. It's a struggle that all educators face to teach their lessons quickly as there are onerous amounts of material to get through. 3 This puts students who have learning disabilities or students for whom English is a second language at risk for failing a test that may harm the school's funding. Working in a creative environment allows children to work together to understand a problem or story in a language and/or context that they can understand.
What drives all of this closer to home is my brother. As the older sister to a child with Asperger's Syndrome, I believe in the importance of integrated classes even more. My brother's social and motor skills have taken constant work over the years to allow his abilities to be deemed socially acceptable. Though he has had difficulties in groups of children, group projects were crucial for him to gain those essential social skills and understand his school work. My brother and I were fortunate to live in an area that had a decent school district. However, "Oregon schools and community colleges have already faced hundreds of millions of dollars in painful cuts. Districts across the state have been forced to cut school days, lay off educators, increase class size, and eliminate valuable programs such as music, art and P.E". ▪ Organize and develop artistic ideas and work ▪ Refine and complete artistic ideas and work
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Standards for Mathematics:
• Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them
• Reason abstractly and quantitatively
• Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others
• Model with mathematics
• Use appropriate tools strategically
• Attend to precision
• Look for and make use of structure 
Discourse
I am a part of a discourse of individuals interested in shaping the elementary school curriculum into something that better fits the children it serves to teach. These foundations range from general classes including math, history, and reading, among other subjects. The majority of 9 Ibid., 6. 10 Ibid., 8, 9. my discourse has a primary focus in the belief that integrating the arts into a general curriculum would benefit all student academics. Others don't necessarily ask this question but are interested in children's interactions with creativity in other ways.
A popular research method used by the members of the arts and educational community is to go straight to the source. Community members enter schools and perform a series of studies usually in the form of summer programs or by going into classrooms during the academic year and altering the normal lesson plan to be artistically involved. Pre and post tests and interviews for students and teachers may be implemented. These would include questions as to what ways the integrated and nonintegrated classes facilitated a positive educational environment. Two classrooms may be studied at once, one as a control and another as the variable where arts would be combined with the pre-existing classes. Both classrooms would be studied for subject understanding, retention, and how the students are physically showing that they are participating in the lesson. 11 Studies often last for a few weeks. Both private and public schools, and students who are "academically successful" and students who are struggling are invited to the study.
Common results from classroom based research indicated that students who were able to participate in classes that incorporated the arts did better than those who weren't. However, these studies had trouble being supported by the academic, scientific, and even political communities.
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The studies had produced onerous amounts of causational evidence supporting arts integrated education but there was little to no correlational evidence, often because of pre/post test and interview based data collection rather than closely studying how the children performed in school. This is further hindered by a reluctance from school administrators to allow the arts in the classroom. Teachers who want to incorporate art into their lessons may need to defend their reasoning, especially with older elementary students. Even then, a large classroom without the help of team educators and/or lack of organizational skill could lead to unsuccessful integration.
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Part of the psychological community frames itself around the notion that Children's creativity and chaotic natures shouldn't be totally hindered. Rather, it should be supported and shaped into something more organized. Students with high creativity may have low tolerance for sitting and listening. Disruptive children are often difficult for teachers to deal with and may reprimand rather than work with student.
14 Often schools teach in a decontextualized manner. This isn't conducive for the child to be able to best retain the knowledge as they can't physically or mentally connect to the material. Visual and dramatic arts bring in multiple studying and learning techniques such as the kinesthetic, verbal, visual, and auditory methods. Jean Piaget has said "you cannot teach concepts verbally; you must use a method founded on activity" as word and number languages are abstract and provoke retrieval of concepts even when they've yet to be labeled. But, if word and number languages haven't been experienced yet, they can't be brought into cognitive existence.
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The large social and political conversation about arts integration is evidence towards its importance. However, these conversations also show that there is a grievous lack of causational research backing up supporters' claims. "Arguments made in favor of cognitive transfer, as well as arguments against, commit logical error insofar as they seek to naturalize the basis of their claims as facts".
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There are those across all discourse communities who critically question the importance of the arts and what value it holds in academia despite their support. These questions are born from the assumptions that 1) there is inherent value in the arts; 2) there is instrumental value in the arts;
3) there is unified knowledge in the arts. The majority of support for these assumptions is based around correlational research, which is problematic. Causational research is scientific and fact based. Causational evidence would best support claims such as "there is instrumental value in the arts". Correlation can be seen as coincidence.
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Whether or not integrated arts classrooms are beneficial constitutes the foundation of the majority of research for my discourse community. One way or another, they are all trying to either discover how to better educate children and/or prove that the arts benefit children. However, it's a study that needs more support. Only recently has research into this matter begun to be recognized as positive correlational evidence supporting arts integration. This is crucial in order to get the arts back into the classroom. Voters, members of the school board, and politicians decide how schools should be funded and how the funding is used. They can't make well informed decisions if they don't have the solid data to back them up. Alternatively, educators interested in integrating their classrooms may find difficulty in knowing where to start. All ten common core anchor standards aligned for Reading in the following abilities:
• The ability to convey meaning, complex ideas, produce coherent writing, and to develop and strengthen writing.
• The ability to organize and develop ideas and to plan, revise and edit work. This is to refine artistic techniques and work to present. • The ability to analyze, interpret, and select work to present.
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The third comparison was in responding to work and the standards for English language practice. 29 out of the 30 comparisons that were made came up as positive alignments. 24 of these alignments were at the primary level. These standards emphasize skills and abilities related to analysis and interpretation of work.
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The fourth comparison looked into how Connecting and the Common Core Standards for English Language practice compared. This focuses on the creation and response to works of art and in relating learning to one's own knowledge and personal experience. Connection to Reading found that skills of analysis, assessment, and evaluation of text were connected to the ability to relate artistic works to deepen understanding of societal, cultural, and historical associations.
Parallels to Writing found that analyzing substantive topics, relating writing style to audience and task, and demonstrating understanding of a subject require skills exemplified in the arts standards.
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Of course as we are in the 21 st century we must consider the influence of new media and technology when looking at these comparisons. There were limitations on findings when only Creating resulted in likenesses in generating and conceptualizing, organizing and developing, and refining and completing artistic ideas and work.
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Meaningful connections were found throughout all of the Common Core Standards and the NCAS. The majority of educators that related teachings to the NCAS combine reading texts and responding to works of art. Art and text are both practices that can be responded to and analyzed.
The purpose of finding connections between the Common Core and the NCAS was not to find how art could contribute to a student's academics but to study and compare similarities in the habits and processes in standards across all subjects. The Common Core simply provides a way to describe thinking across the curriculum. However, despite the incredible number of similarities 23 Ibid. 24 Ibid., 11, 12. between the practices for English Language Arts and Mathematics to the NCAS, the field of arts education still needs more research and resources. The arts must be clearly and permanently connected to the classroom practice.
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The common core is the rubric teachers must comply with when educating students.
Studying the parallels between the Common Core and the National Core Arts Standards gives way for educators interested in an arts integrated classroom to be able to do so without falling through on their duties. It also gives evidence to an ever growing interest and concern for keeping the arts in the classroom despite funds and classes being cut from schools across Oregon and the rest of the United States.
Integration Frame of Mind
Arts and media are closely interrelated. When incorporating arts into the classroom, an educator should be aware of the messages in art and how those messages can inform students of various subjects. These concepts and questions are generally associated with visual media, advertising and propaganda. But the same can be used to shape a curriculum. The following is a translation from media analysis to lesson development: Arts activities allow students and teachers to create a shared language and understanding.
Group activities allow students to interact and discuss concepts with each other and further develop a shared language with their peers as well as the teacher. When studying a classroom, quantitative analysis often involves pre and post-tests. Qualitative analysis includes observing the classroom and taking notes describing changes in both students and educators. 29 Children don't have to understand a subject just through the written word, they can use art to express their knowledge. 
Psychology and creativity
In order to understand how the arts supports academic achievement we should understand how the arts affect individuals on a cognitive level. In Don L. Brigham's proposal for a "conceptual-experimental basis for the integration of art with basic learning objectives", 31 he discusses the mind abstractly, representing how it curates, adopts, and contextualizes information rather than how the mind works as a biological object. 32 A common theme is experience and how it is the result of interaction with the world in which the learner lives. Concepts are formed through the actions and consequences of relationships, 33 a direct reference to John Dewey's belief that art and experience is closely interrelated and connected.
Students who have a hand in their own learning and problem solving appear to have a better understanding of the material presented to them. Giving students a question and some clues to the answer allows them to formulate a hypothesis and express their interpretations before conducting research to discover the truth. 34 The way they come to their initial conclusions and present those ideas does not matter as long as they are able to benefit from their chosen process.
Certainly the act of integrating arts into a classroom is exceptionally chaotic, especially to educators for whom arts integration is new. Creativity is seen both as sane and insane. It's a way to judge a person's logic processes and how they turn abstract or fantastical thought into something comprehendible and logical. The scientist Keule for example, who dreamed of a snake biting its own tale leading him to the discovery of the benzene ring.
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Unfortunately, educators may automatically reject too much unfamiliarity, or divergence, as exemplified with Keule's dream, as a potential threat before coming to know what it truly means.
36 Communication and active listening is essential to the production of effective arts integration. In the classroom, those with a low IQ or willingness to follow rules but high creativity will be shunned more than those who have a high IQ and listen well but are not so creative. 37 Both are examples of the social concerns behind divergent experimentation and innovation. However, the creative process isn't just how we make art or interpret the world, it's an evolutionary life saver. Without it, we wouldn't have figured out how to use fire or escape predators. Ibid., 82.
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Ibid., 69.
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Ibid., 71.
English, Mathematics, and Science curriculums, student teachers are wary to integrate the arts into their lessons. 39 With strenuous focus on literacy and numeracy in the school systems, many teachers have reported an inability to participate in the arts during school hours.
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The fact that this project has been recreated and tweaked so many times is promising. They continue to criticize their own practices in order to achieve more accurate results and better outcomes for the student teachers. They also mention the reasons many student teachers may feel anxiety are strict penalties, such as being fired, if students don't perform well on their tests and a training provider must comply with government requirements. There are layers of accountability and going outside the norm can be difficult to pull off. achievement. Programs are integrated holistically into schools and target larger school challenges. 44 The local program provides partners with coaches, expertise, methodology, evaluation, training, and peer-to-peer learning structures. The national program contributes supplies, instruments, licensing rights and kits for school musicals, and high-profile Turnaround Artists to work with students and teachers. This is a high-touch, intensive intervention model based on eight pillars that guide schools into becoming arts integrated. 45 46 Turnaround Schools have shown 22.55% improvement in Reading and 12.63% improvement in Mathematics. In Portland's King School, a 70% reduction in both in-and-out-ofschool suspensions between 2011 and 2014. 47 King School's student population is made up of 46% African American, 32% Latino, 10% Caucasian, 2% Asian, and 10% Other. 90% of students are on free or reduced price lunch and has an enrollment of 331 students. 48 However, anomalies in 2012 data were questioned by the Portland Public School District, and an investigation into testing practices was conducted. As a result, practices at the school were modified. 49 King School had an attendance rate of 
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The program collected evidence of impact via Pre-and Post-samples of students work, imagination interviews, student reflections on their 21 st century skills (creativity and innovation, critical thinking and problem solving, communication, and collaboration), and classroom observations. 52 To further explain imagination interviews, conversations with students participating in the Right-Brain Initiative about their experiences. Students will look at images taken during the residency and talk about the processes of thinking. They will make/narrate drawings of their mind to describe the residency and will place markers where they felt their brains were working. 53 This evidence has shown that students produce more extensive work over time. Effective residencies were found to deliver high-quality arts integration in both arts and academic learning. The long-term payoff for teachers and students are focused and understood.
Partnerships between teachers and artists are ensured. They reflect and improve upon the development of the program by assessing student experiences and learning. 
